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Who Do You Think You Are? - Mark Driscoll 2013-01-07
WHO ARE YOU? WHAT DEFINES YOU? WHAT IS YOUR IDENTITY?
How you answer those questions affects every aspect of your life:
personal, public, and spiritual. So it’s vital to get the answer right. Pastor
and best-selling author Mark Driscoll believes false identity is at the
heart of many struggles—and that you can overcome them by having
your true identity in Christ. In Who Do You Think You Are?, Driscoll
explores the question, “What does it mean to be ‘in Christ’?” In the
process he dissects the false-identity epidemic and, more important,
provides the only solution—Jesus. “This book will give you an
unshakeable, biblical understanding of who you are in Christ. When you
know who you are, you’ll know what to do.” —Craig Groeschel, Senior
Pastor of LifeChurch.tv and author of Soul Detox, Clean Living in a
Contaminated World “I spent years in ministry for Christ without
understanding my identity in Christ. I know now that I was not alone.
When, by the grace of God, we understand who we are in Christ,
everything else can crumble and we will still be standing. I highly
commend this book to you.” —Sheila Walsh, speaker and author of God
Loves Broken People
Know Doubt - John Ortberg 2009-12-04

Korean Americans and Their Religions - Ho Youn Kwon 2001
Since 1965 the Korean American population has grown to over one
million people. These Korean Americans, including immigrants and their
offspring, have founded thousands of Christian congregations and scores
of Buddhist temples in the United States. In fact, their religious presence
is perhaps the most distinctive contribution of Korean Americans to
multicultural diversity in the United States. Korean Americans and Their
Religions takes the first sustained look at this new component of the
American religious mosaic. The fifteen chapters focus on cultural, racial,
gender, and generational factors and are noteworthy for the attention
they give to both Christian and Buddhist traditions and to both first- and
second-generation experiences. The editors and contributors represent
the fields of sociology, psychology, theology, and religious ministry and
themselves embody the diversities underlying the Korean American
religious experience: they are Korean immigrants who are leaders in
their fields and second-generation Korean Americans beginning their
careers as well as leaders of both Christian and Buddhist communities.
Among them are sympathetically analytical outside observers. Korean
Americans and Their Religions is a welcome addition to the emerging
literature in the sociology of new immigrant religious communities, and
it provides the fullest portrait yet of the Korean religious experience in
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Ortberg demonstrates how doubt is very much a part of faith and how
uncertainty can lead to trust. "The beliefs that really matter," he writes,
"are the ones that guide our behavior. We cannot hope without faith, and
so we must not hope for something but someone--Jesus Christ.
Culturing Interface - Hsin-I Cheng 2008
This book investigates the experiences of a Chinese and Taiwanese
community on the U.S.-Mexico border from a critical communication
perspective. Based on ethnographic material from El Paso/Juárez, the
book critically explores the processes of identity-crafting in accordance
with the global geopolitical landscape. By examining the everyday
communications within a group of transnational travelers and dwellers in
between boundaries, the book illustrates how cultural practices and
identities are strategically accomplished through communication. In
tracing the forces behind these transnational movements and
understanding the multiple worlds of travelers and dwellers, Culturing
Interface brings to light the previously unheard voices of the Chinese
people on the U.S.-Mexico border.
Church? Who Needs It - Skip Heitzig 2011-01
Church? Who Needs It" answers the title question in a thoroughly
scriptural and persuasive way. "Why should I go to church?"is a question
that is asked by many people today. Pastor Skip Heitzig provides the
reader with good and practical reasons for church attendance by
showing us how to go to church and thrive, build a church that will bring
honor and glory to God, and learn to develop worship as a lifestyle. He
gives the biblical pattern for church life and growth.
Chinese Student Migration and Selective Citizenship - Lisong Liu
2015-08-20
Since China began its open-door and reform policies in 1978, more than
three million Chinese students have migrated to study abroad, and the
United States has been their top destination. The recent surge of
students following this pattern, along with the rising tide of Chinese
middle- and upper-classes' emigration out of China, have aroused wide
public and scholarly attention in both China and the US. This book
examines the four waves of Chinese student migration to the US since

the late 1970s, showing how they were shaped by the profound changes
in both nations and by US-China relations. It discusses how student
migrants with high socioeconomic status transformed Chinese American
communities and challenged American immigration laws and race
relations. The book suggests that the rise of China has not negated the
deeply rooted "American dream" that has been constantly reinvented in
contemporary China. It also addresses the theme of "selective
citizenship" – a way in which migrants seek to claim their autonomy proposing that this notion captures the selective nature on both ends of
the negotiations between nation-states and migrants. It cautions against
a universal or idealized "dual citizenship" model, which has often been
celebrated as a reflection of eroding national boundaries under
globalization. This book draws on a wide variety of sources in Chinese
and English, as well as extensive fieldwork in both China and the US, and
its historical perspective sheds new light on contemporary Chinese
student migration and post-1965 Chinese American community. Bridging
the gap between Asian and Asian American studies, the book also
integrates the studies of migration, education, and international
relations. Therefore, it will be of interest to students of these fields, as
well as Chinese history and Asian American history more generally.
Young Catholic America - Christian Smith 2014-02-04
Best Review at the Catholic Press Association Convention Studies of
young American Catholics over the last three decades suggest a growing
crisis in the Catholic Church: compared to their elders, young Catholics
are looking to the Church less as they form their identities, and fewer of
them can even explain what it means to be Catholic and why that
matters. Young Catholic America, the latest book based on the
groundbreaking National Study of Youth and Religion, explores a crucial
stage in the life of Catholics. Drawing on in-depth surveys and interviews
of Catholics and ex-Catholics ages 18 to 23--a demographic commonly
known as early "emerging adulthood"--leading sociologist Christian
Smith and his colleagues offer a wealth of insight into the wide variety of
religious practices and beliefs among young Catholics today, the early
influences and life-altering events that lead them to embrace the Church
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or abandon it, and how being Catholic affects them as they become fullfledged adults. Beyond its rich collection of statistical data, the book
includes vivid case studies of individuals spanning a full decade, as well
as insight into the twentieth-century events that helped to shape the
Church and its members in America. An innovative contribution to what
we know about religion in the United States and the evolving Catholic
Church, Young Catholic America is the definitive source for anyone
seeking to understand what it means to be young and Catholic in
America today.
Torn - Justin Lee 2012-11-13
Justin Lee, a gay man and devout Christian, bridges the gaps between his
faith and sexuality in this insightful and touching memoir. As a teenager
and young man, Justin Lee felt deeply torn. Nicknamed "God Boy" by his
peers, he knew that he was called to a life in the evangelical Christian
ministry. But Lee harbored a secret: He also knew that he was gay. In
this groundbreaking book, Lee recalls the events--his coming out to his
parents, his experiences with the "ex-gay" movement, and his in-depth
study of the Bible--that led him, eventually, to self-acceptance. But more
than just a memoir, TORN provides insightful, practical guidance for all
committed Christians who wonder how to relate to gay friends or family
members--or who struggle with their own sexuality. Convinced that "in a
culture that sees gays and Christians as enemies, gay Christians are in a
unique position to bring peace," Lee demonstrates that people of faith on
both sides of the debate can respect, learn from, and love one another.
As It Was in the Days of Noah - Jeff Kinley 2014-04-01
The story of Noah is one of the most captivating in all the Bible. Yet most
people remember it mainly as a children’s story found in picture books
and heard in Sunday school classes. But this tragedy really took
place—and widely overlooked is Jesus’ stunning prophecy that the final
days of planet Earth would be just as it was in the days of Noah. His
point? That there would be striking parallels between Noah’s day and the
end times—with warnings of God’s imminent judgment upon the world. Is
Jesus’ prophecy now being fulfilled? And if yes, how then should we
respond? As It Was in the Days of Noah explores the similarities between

the two periods, such as the rapid rise in evil and increasingly flagrant
disregard for God. A powerful resource that… examines the signs that
we’re nearing the end times affirms the urgency of reaching the lost with
God’s compassion and truth equips you to live wisely and “redeem the
time” so it counts for eternity
The Joy of the Gospel - Pope Francis 2014-10-07
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover
edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a foreword by Robert Barron and an
afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The joy of the gospel fills the hearts and
lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage
the Christian faithful to embark upon a new chapter of evangelization
marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s
journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope
Francis's popular message of hope explores themes that are important
for believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith
and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the
importance of service to God and all his creation. Advocating for “the
homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who
are increasingly isolated and abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how
to respond to poverty and current economic challenges that affect us
locally and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to
develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the
traces of God’s Spirit in events great and small.” Profound in its insight,
yet warm and accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to
action to live a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience
heaven on earth. Includes a foreword by Robert Barron, author of
Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ,
author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
The Chaldeans - Yasmeen Hanoosh 2019-05-30
Modern Chaldeans are an Aramaic speaking Catholic Syriac community
from northern Iraq, not to be confused with the ancient Mesopotamian
civilization of the same name. First identified as 'Chaldean' by the
Catholic Church in the sixteenth century, this misnomer persisted,
developing into a distinctive and unique identity. In modern times, the
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demands of assimilation in the US, together with increased hostility and
sectarian violence in Iraq, gave rise to a complex and transnational
identity. Faced with Islamophobia in the US, Chaldeans were at pains to
emphasize a Christian identity, and appropriated the ancient, pre-Islamic
history of their namesake as a means of distinction between them and
other immigrants from Arab lands. In this, the first ethnographic history
of the modern Chaldeans, Yasmeen Hanoosh explores these ancientmodern inflections in contemporary Chaldean identity discourses, the
use of history as a collective commodity for developing and sustaining a
positive community image in the present, and the use of language revival
and monumental symbolism to reclaim association with Christian and
pre-Christian traditions.
Not Yet Married - Marshall Segal 2017-06-20
Life Is Never Mainly About Love and Marriage. So Learn to Live and
Date for More. Many of you grew up assuming that marriage would meet
all of your needs and unlock God’s purposes for you. But God has far
more planned for you than your future marriage. Not Yet Married is not
about waiting quietly in the corner of the world for God to bring you “the
one,” but about inspiring you to live and date for more now. If you follow
Jesus, the search for a spouse is no longer a pursuit of the perfect
person, but a pursuit of more of God. He will likely write a love story for
you different than the one you would write for yourself, but that’s
because he loves you and knows how to write a better story. This book
was written to help you find real hope, happiness, and purpose in your
not-yet-married life.
Marriage Equality - William N. Eskridge 2020-08-18
The definitive history of the marriage equality debate in the United
States, praised by Library Journal as "beautifully and accessibly written. .
. . .An essential work.” As a legal scholar who first argued in the early
1990s for a right to gay marriage, William N. Eskridge Jr. has been on
the front lines of the debate over same†‘sex marriage for decades. In this
book, Eskridge and his coauthor, Christopher R. Riano, offer a panoramic
and definitive history of America’s marriage equality debate. The authors
explore the deeply religious, rabidly political, frequently administrative,

and pervasively constitutional features of the debate and consider all
angles of its dramatic history. While giving a full account of the legal and
political issues, the authors never lose sight of the personal stories of the
people involved, or of the central place the right to marry holds in a
person’s ability to enjoy the dignity of full citizenship. This is not a
triumphalist or one†‘sided book but a thoughtful history of how the
nation wrestled with an important question of moral and legal equality.
Knowing God - J. I. Packer 2021-02-16
For half a century, J. I. Packer's classic has helped Christians around the
world discover the wonder, the glory, and the joy of knowing God. Now
featured in the IVP Signature Collection, this thought-provoking work
seeks to renew and enrich our understanding of God, bringing together
knowing about God and knowing God through a close relationship with
Jesus Christ.
The Interior - 1919
Issues for Jan 12, 1888-Jan. 1889 include monthly "Magazine
supplement".
James - Greg Gilbert 2013-04-30
The Knowing the Bible series is a new resource designed to help Bible
readers better understand and apply God’s Word. Each 12-week study
leads participants through one book of the Bible and is made up of four
basic components: (1) Reflection questions designed to help readers
engage the text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlighting the
gospel of grace throughout the book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections”
showing how any given passage connects to the Bible’s overarching story
of redemption culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings”
identifying how historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced
throughout Scripture. With contributions from a wide array of influential
pastors and church leaders, these gospel-centered studies will help
Christians see and cherish the message of God’s grace on each and every
page of the Bible. In this accessible study, pastor and author Greg
Gilbert examines the message of James, exploring the book’s difficult
teachings on wealth, anointing with oil, prayer, healing, and the
relationship between faith and works. Through clear exposition of the
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biblical text and challenging application questions, Gilbert helps readers
rightly understand James as a stirring exhortation to fruitfulness,
ultimately written to remind Christians of the necessary connection
between genuine faith and heartfelt obedience.
How People Change - Timothy S. Lane 2007-01-28
What does it take for lasting change to take root in your life? If you've
ever tried, failed, and wondered what you could do differently, you need
to read How People Change. In the book, biblical counseling experts
Timothy S. Lane and Paul David Tripp explain the biblical pattern for
change in a clear, practical way you can apply to the challenges of daily
life. But change involves much more than just a biblical formula: you will
see how God is at work to make you the person you were created to be.
That powerful, loving, redemptive relationship is at the heart of all
positive change you experience. A changed heart is the bright promise of
the gospel, but many of us wonder if we'll ever see lasting change take
root in our lives. When the Bible talks about the gift of a new heart, it
doesn't mean a heart that is immediately perfected, but a heart that is
capable of being changed. Jesus's work on the cross targets our hearts,
our core desires and motivations, and when our hearts change, our
behavior changes. How People Change targets the root of a person: the
heart. When our core desires and motivations change, only then will
behavior follow. Using a biblical model of Heat, Thorns, Cross, and Fruit,
Paul David Tripp and Timothy S. Lane reveal how lasting change is
possible. You don't need to be stuck anymore. In Christ, you are a new
creation. The old has gone and the new has come. Includes a foreword by
David Powlison.
Preaching the Whole Counsel of God - Julius Kim 2015-11-17
Preaching the Whole Counsel of God is a primary textbook on the art and
science of preaching for pastors and pastors-in-training that teaches you
how to practice expository, Christ-focused hermeneutics, combined with
Gospel-centered, audience-transforming homiletics. It will guide you to:
Discover the truth of the text according to the human author. Discern
Christ in the text according to the divine author. Design your sermon
with truth, goodness, and beauty. Deliver your sermon in a way that

keeps attention, retention, and leads to transformation.
God's Masterwork Study Series - Charles R. Swindoll 1997-02-18
A life-changing journey through all sixty-six books in the Bible. Each
volume in these study guides combine the classic insights from Swindoll
with the timeless truths from the Bible.
Mi Casa Uptown - Rich Perez 2017-11-01
What if, instead of contempt, familiarity bred love? It seems as if the
more we get to know one another, the more we are disappointed. When
the scars of our friends, family, and neighbors are exposed, we are
tempted to turn and run. But there is another way. Pastor and storyteller
Rich Perez casts vision for what it might look like to pursue love--love
expressed with eyes wide open--in the context of the real world. Because
love is not primarily a feeling, an emotion, or a sentiment, Perez
challenges readers through a combination of memoir and teaching to
take a different path than the momentum that carries the culture we live
in. With the flavor of Washington Heights, New York, readers will be
transported into Perez's neighborhood on a journey to learn how to love
again.
The Purpose Driven Life - Rick Warren 2012-10-23
Discover and fulfill your God-given purpose by joining the more than
thirty-five million others who have embarked on a spiritual journey that
started with this #1 New York Times bestselling book by Pastor Rick
Warren. Before you were born, God knew what your life had in store for
you. His hope for you is to discover the life he created just for you--both
here on earth, and forever in eternity. Let Rick Warren guide you as you
learn to live out your true purpose. The Purpose Driven Life is more than
a book; it's a road map for your spiritual journey. Combining thoughtful
verses from Scripture with timely stories and perspectives from Warren's
own life, The Purpose Driven Life will help you discover the answer to
one of life's most important questions: What on earth am I here for?
Throughout The Purpose Driven Life, Warren will teach you to spend
time getting to know yourself and your creator in order to live your life to
the fullest. Unlocking your true purpose will also reduce your stress,
simplify your decisions, increase your satisfaction, and, most importantly,
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prepare you for eternity. Designed to be read over the course of fortytwo days, The Purpose Driven Life will help you see the big picture,
giving you a fresh perspective on the way that the pieces of your life fit
together. Every chapter of The Purpose Driven Life provides a daily
meditation and practical steps to help you uncover and live out your
purpose, starting with exploring three essential questions: The Question
of Existence: Why am I alive? The Question of Significance: Does my life
matter? The Question of Purpose: What on earth am I here for? Each
copy of The Purpose Driven Life also includes thoughtful discussion
questions, audio Bible studies that go along with every chapter, and
access to a supportive online community, giving you the opportunity to
dive even deeper into each life-changing lesson.
The Multiplication Challenge - Steve Murrell 2016-12-02
Where do I find more leaders? Every leader of a growing organization
asks this question. And though we know we need more leaders, few of us
know how to create a culture of leadership development. This book
recounts how Steve Murrell and Every Nation rediscovered four
leadership multipliers that solved the leadership shortage of a growing
church and global mission organization. The principles and stories in
these pages will help you identify leaders, develop current leaders, and
multiply future leaders!
Storming Zion - Stuart A. Wright 2016
"Wright and Palmer explore the implications of heightened state
repression and control of minority religions in an increasingly
multicultural, globalized world."--Back cover.
Brands of Faith - Mara Einstein 2007-09-14
In a society overrun by commercial clutter, religion has become yet
another product sold in the consumer marketplace, and faiths of all kinds
must compete with a myriad of more entertaining and more convenient
leisure activities. Brands of Faith argues that in order to compete
effectively faiths have had to become brands – easily recognizable
symbols and spokespeople with whom religious prospects can make
immediate connections Mara Einstein shows how religious branding has
expanded over the past twenty years to create a blended world of

commerce and faith where the sacred becomes secular and the secular
sacred. In a series of fascinating case studies of faith brands, she
explores the significance of branded church courses, such as Alpha and
The Purpose Driven Life, mega-churches, and the popularity of the
televangelist Joel Olsteen and television presenter Oprah Winfrey, as well
as the rise of Kaballah. She asks what the consequences of this religious
marketing will be, and outlines the possible results of religious
commercialism – good and bad. Repackaging religion – updating music,
creating teen-targeted bibles – is justifiable and necessary. However,
when the content becomes obscured, religion may lose its unique selling
proposition – the very ability to raise us above the market.
Christian Mission in the Modern World - John Stott 2016-01-15
Jesus sends us into the world just as God the Father sent him - and yet
Christians continue to disagree on what this involves. Some believe that
the focus of Christian mission is evangelizing and 'saving souls'. Others
emphasize global justice issues or relief and development work. Is either
view correct on its own? John Stott's classic volume, first published forty
years ago, presents an enduring view of Christian mission that is just as
needed today. Newly updated and expanded by Christopher J. H. Wright,
Christian Mission in the Modern World provides a biblically based
approach to mission that addresses both spiritual and physical needs.
With his trademark clarity and conviction, Stott illuminates how the
Great Commission itself not only assumes the proclamation that makes
disciples, but also teaches obedience to the Great Commandment of love
and service. Wright has expertly updated the original book and
demonstrates the continuing relevance of Stott's prescient thinking. This
balanced approach to mission encourages current and future Christians
to embrace an unconflicted and holistic model of ministry.
Hope for the Hurting - Tony Evans 2022-01-11
Life is painful. Everyone's story comes with unique challenges,
difficulties, bumps, and bruises that leave you lost and drowning in their
wake. It could be a financial disaster, a health issue, a broken
relationship, or the loss of a loved one. Dr. Tony Evans, bestselling
author and pastor of Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship, understands life's
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hardships firsthand. In a span of less than two years, he lost his brother,
sister, brother-in-law, two nieces, father, and wife. At the same time,
both of his daughters received cancer diagnoses. In the wake of all this
pain, Dr. Evans had to put into practice, at the deepest levels, the truths
he has preached about God for more than forty years. God's Word
doesn't promise us a life free from pain and trouble. It promises us
something else—Someone else. Someone who will walk with us through
all of life's trials and troubles. There is hope for the hurting: His name is
Jesus.
Discipleship by Design - Harvey A. Herman 2008-08
"As Jesus walked beside the Sea of Galilee, he saw Simon and his brother
Andrew casting a net into the lake, for they were fishermen. 'Come,
follow me, ' Jesus said, 'and I will make you fishers of men.'" The
relationship between Jesus and these brothers started with the simple
words, "Come, follow me." In essence, a disciple of Jesus is a follower.
Eventually, Jesus' twelve followers will change the world. However, it is
an inconspicuous and unremarkable beginning for an eventual team of
world-changers, don't you think? How will an assortment of "unschooled,
ordinary men" be transformed into courageous and substantive heralds
in just three short years? Transformation, complete and deep-seated
transformation, is the answer. How does a total metamorphosis take
place within a new follower? Jesus' discipleship begins with a personal
relationship and an invitation to join a missional community. Before
followership is a program it is a leadership development process
experienced within a culture. This book seeks to initiate a dialogue on
how to foster a culture of discipleship. No program can fulfill The Great
Commission. However, a community of believers committed to
transforming the world through the process of disciple-making can.
Harvey A. Herman is a missionary serving university students. Over the
previous three decades he pioneered five campus groups, pastored a
university church in Seattle, and served on the national staff of Chi Alpha
Christian Fellowship. Presently, he serves as area director over the
Northeast. His doctorate is in strategic leadership and organizational
management.

Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper - Zondervan, 2009-05-26
The Lord's Supper has been the central and characteristic action of the
church at worship. But there are still many ways of understanding it and
many questions surrounding this meal... Who should participate in the
Lord’s Supper? How frequently should we observe it? What does this
meal mean? What happens when we eat the bread and drink from the
cup? What do Christians disagree about and what do they hold in
common? These and other questions are explored in this volume of the
fair-minded, informative Counterpoints series. Contributors make a case
for one of the following views: Baptist view (memorialism) Reformed
view (spiritual presence) Lutheran view (consubstantiation) Roman
Catholic view (transubstantiation) All contributors use Scripture to
present their views, and each responds to the others' essays. Included
are resources for understanding the topic further, such as: A listing of
statements on the Lord's Supper from creeds and confessions Quotations
from noted Christians A resource listing of books on the Lord's Supper
Discussion questions for each chapter to facilitate small group and
classroom use The Counterpoints series presents a comparison and
critique of scholarly views on topics important to Christians that are both
fair-minded and respectful of the biblical text. Each volume is a one-stop
reference that allows readers to evaluate the different positions on a
specific issue and form their own, educated opinion.
Man - Joe McGee 2019-02-25
A Christian book by Joe McGee to help men rediscover and fulfill their
God-given roles as lovers, leaders, and providers in life
Oneness Embraced - Tony Evans 2015-09-24
Oneness is hard to achieve. Let the kingdom unity of Scripture point the
way. Today’s world is torn apart. Tension is everywhere. Brother is pitted
against brother, sister against sister, citizen against citizen, even
Christian against Christian. It’s so hard to find agreement—much less
real harmony—in our polarized society. Can there be a way forward?
Tony Evans knows how elusive unity can be. As a black man who’s also a
leader in white evangelicalism, he understands how hard it can be to
bring these worlds together. Yet he’s convinced that the gospel provides
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a way for Christians to find oneness despite the things that divide us. In
the Word of God, we find a kingdom-based approach to matters of
history, culture, the church, and social justice. In this book, you’ll get: A
Biblical Look at Oneness A Historical View of the Black Church A
Kingdom Vision for Societal Impact Although oneness is hard to achieve,
the Christian must never stop striving. It’s a kingdom imperative. As
Tony reminds us, “Glorifying God is our ultimate goal. Oneness exists to
enable us to reach our goal.”
The Search for Significance - Robert S. McGee 2003
A workbook for Christians offers advice on how to appreciate the love of
Jesus Christ while achieving a sense of self-esteem that is not
compromised by the opinions of others or negative beliefs. Simultaneous.
Kingdom Stewardship - Tony Evans 2020-01-07
In Kingdom Stewardship, Dr. Tony Evans inspires you to broaden your
perspective of Christian stewardship. In this encouraging and
challenging book, you will learn that stewardship includes how you
manage all that God has given you—your time, your talents, and your
treasures—to advance God’s kingdom and bring Him glory. While many
stewardship books focus on managing financial resources, Tony Evans
says that your finances are one small part of a much bigger calling. He
teaches that God owns all things, and you are the manager of His assets.
When you bring your entire life into alignment under God, you will be
blessed with purpose and the abundant life that comes from living by
God’s eternal principles.
Trusting God - Jerry Bridges 2016-11-18
Over 500,000 copies sold “Why is God allowing this? What have I done
wrong?” Many of us have asked these questions when life hits us hard.
When our circumstances defy explanation, it is difficult to untangle our
emotions from the truth. Before long, we feel confused and frustrated.
We doubt His care for us. We wonder how He could allow these
circumstances at all, or if He is really in control. During a time of
darkness and adversity in his own life, Jerry Bridges dug deep into the
Bible for answers on God’s sovereignty. What he learned changed his
life—and it will change yours too. Find the answers to some of your most

heartfelt questions, such as: Is God in control? Can I trust God? What is
our responsibility when things are hard? How can I grow through
adversity? And more Explore the scope of God’s care and control over
nations, nature, and the tiny details of your life. You’ll find yourself
trusting Him more completely―even when life hurts. Now with an added
study guide for personal use or group discussion so you can dive deeper
into this staple of Jerry Bridges’s classic collection. “The writings of Jerry
Bridges are a gift to the church. He addresses a relevant topic with the
wisdom of a scholar and the heart of a servant.” —Max Lucado, pastor
and bestselling author
A Change of Affection - Becket Cook 2019-07-30
The powerful, dramatic story of how a successful Hollywood set designer
whose identity was deeply rooted in his homosexuality came to be
suddenly and utterly transformed by the power of the gospel. When
Becket Cook moved from Dallas to Los Angeles after college, he
discovered a socially progressive, liberal town that embraced not only his
creative side but also his homosexuality. He devoted his time to growing
his career as a successful set designer and to finding "the one" man who
would fill his heart. As a gay man in the entertainment industry, Cook
centered his life around celebrity-filled Hollywood parties and traveled to
society hot-spots around the world--until a chance encounter with a
pastor at an LA coffee shop one morning changed everything. In A
Change of Affection, Becket Cook shares his testimony as someone who
was transformed by the power of the gospel. Cook's dramatic conversion
to Christianity and subsequent seminary training inform his views on
homosexuality--personally, biblically, theologically, and culturally--and in
his new book he educates Christians on how to better understand this
complex and controversial issue while revealing how to lovingly engage
with those who disagree. A Change of Affection is a timely and
indispensable resource for anyone who desires to understand more fully
one of the most common and difficult stumbling blocks to faithfully
following Christ today.
The Catechist's Backpack - Joe Paprocki 2015-02-01
While there are many books about what catechists should know and what
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they are todo, there is very little on the idea of being a catechist.
Catechists spend their time guiding children and adults in their
deepening their Catholic faith. But who's guiding the catechists on their
spiritual journey? Written by two nationally known, expert lay catechists,
The Catechist's Backpack gives catechists the resources that speak to
the spiritual dimension of their call to share the Catholic faith.
At Home with the Word - David Cawkwell 1990-08

hearted stories of real people, interwoven with biblical insight, to help
you discover God's dream for your life.
Following Jesus Without Dishonoring Your Parents - Jeanette Yep
2009-08-20
Written by and for Asian Americans, this study guide helps you discover
and embrace Asian identity and learn to bridge the conflicting values of
parents, culture and faith. Through accounts of humorous, frustrating
and heartbreaking personal experiences, the authors offer support,
encouragement and ideas for living out the Christian faith between two
cultures.
Seasons of Waiting - Betsy Childs Howard 2016-05-13
We’re all waiting for something. It might be a spouse or a baby. It might
be healing or a home. Regardless of what we're waiting for, it’s easy to
feel discontent when things aren’t going as planned and our dreams are
delayed—especially when questions of “Why?” and “How long?” remain
unanswered. God uses seasons of waiting to teach us patience and make
us more like himself. But sanctification is not the only purpose God has in
mind. When we wait faithfully with unmet longings, we become a
powerful picture of the bride of Christ waiting for the day when he
returns and God’s kingdom reigns.

Desiring God - John Piper 1996
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who
seek to know God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has
been called a "soul-stirring celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
God Has a Dream for Your Life - Sheila Walsh 2009-05-03
It's never too late to remember who you are, it's never too late to dream
big dreams and discover that God loves you in ways you cannot yet
imagine. Do you dare believe in a God who wants to make your dreams
come true? It seems like there is no time to dream these days. Yet the
Bible is full of dreamers?those who exchanged their old dreams for new
ones, and those who received unexpected dreams from God that changed
the course of history. Best-selling author Sheila Walsh gives warm
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